
 

English Reading and Writing  

Final Exam Sample Questions 
I.Matching (單字圖片配對)  

A. study   B. smile   C. artist    

1.( B ) (A-U2) 2.( C ) (A-U3) 3.( A ) (A-U1) 

 

  

II.Incomplete Sentences (填空) 

4. ( B ) William wants to become a famous ___ so that he can draw all day long.   

       A. doctor  B. artist  C. things  D. class 

(A-U4) 

III.Cloze (克漏字) 

  5.           D              , some schools in the U.S. bring in special dogs to “listen” to the students 

as they read. The kids sit  6.        C          and read a story to them. If they can’t read a word, they 

just ask the person who brought the dog. The Reading Education Assistance Dogs (R.E.A.D.) project began in 

1999. Teachers have found that reading to dogs has readlly helped children  

7.         B        . The R.E.A.D.project works well because the children can  8.      A      . 

And because there are no teachers standing nearby, they can just relax and read-there’s no stress at all. 

Thanks to the success of the first R.E.A.D. project, there are now thousands of R.E.A.D. teams in schools and 

libraries in the U.S. and Canada.                                                          (B-U8) 

A. read at their own speed B. with their reading skills 
C. with the dogs D. To give children more confidence 

IV.Definition Matching (單字英英解釋配合題)  

9.  F   Learning to read out loud is a big challenge. 

10.  B   Students sometimes feel nervous when they have to read out loud in class. 

11.  C   Students do not want to make a mistake. 

12.  A   Teacher need to give children more confidence to help them learn well. 

13.  E   Thanks to the success of the first R.E.A.D. project, students are learning well. 

14.  D   The children really look forward to reading stories to the dogs.                     (B-U8) 

(A) a feeling of trust in someone or someone (B) easily worried about something 

(C) something that is not right or incorrect (D) to wish something you enjoy to happen soon 

(E) something that you achieve or your make it happen (F) something new and difficult 

V.Reading Comprehension (閱讀理解) 

    How do you feel today? Are you happy with your friends? If someone is not nice to you, you feel angry. 

If you want to meet new people, you feel friendly. If you are with someone you love, you feel safe. When you 

are with your good friends, you can talk about anything. You can be honest and they will not think you are bad 

or crazy. That feels really good! If you are not afraid to say how you feel to someone, then that person is 

probably your true friend! If you are happy with your friends now, then you must have some good and true 

ones.                                                                               (A-U3) 

15. ( C ) How do you feel when you are with someone you love?   

        A. Friendly  B. Crazy  C. Safe  D. Afraid 

  


